Let A be a matrix over a ring. Suppose that P, Q, P', and Q' are matrices over the ring such that P'PA = A = AQQ'. If A has group inverse A#, then PAQ has a group inverse iff AA#QPA + l-AAX is invertible. An analogous result for MoorePenrose inverses is also given.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the group and Moore-Penrose inverses of a product PAQ. Specifically, we assume the existence of P' and Q' such that P'PA = A = AQQ', and then characterize the existence of the group and Moore-Penrose inverses of PAQ in terms of the corresponding inverses of A. The results are then applied to several familiar factorizations of matrices: for example, the polar, the Schur, and the singular-value decompositions.
For applications in the study of Hankel, Toeplitz, and Bezoutian matrices, the reader is referred to [4] and [5] . LlNEAR That is, X is the group inverse of T.
ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS

COHOLLAKY.
lf E = E2 and if P and Q are such that there exists a P' and Q' such that P'PE = E = EQQ', then (PEQ)# exists iff EQPE + 1 -E is invertible. In this case, ( PEQ)# = PE( EQPE + 1-E) -"Q.
Proof. If E is idempotent, then E# = E. Moreover.
TXT=T(XT)=PAQR*U-'R=PRR*U-'R=P(RR*U-')R = PGR = PAA+AQ = T and XTX = (XT)X = R*U-'RX = R*U-'RR*U-'AV-'S*
Consequently, X is the Moore-Penrose inverse of T.
Under the conditions of Theorem 2 we ulso huve: 
) (AQ>+ = (AQ)*[AQ(AQ)* + l,,, -AA+]-'. (3) ( PAQY = (AQ)+A( PAY. (4) (PAQ)+ = QtAtPt, under the add't' a aonal assumption that (PA)+ = AtP + and (AQ)+ = Q+A+.
If an idempotent
E has a Moore-Penrose inverse, and if P, Q, P', and Q' are such that P'PE = E = EQQ', then (PEQ)+ can be character- 
(PEQ)+=(EQ)*[EQ(EQ)*+~-E]-'[(PE)*pE+l-E]-'(pE)*.
If in particular E = 1, then (PO)+ exists iff P*P and QQ* are invertible. Let M be an n X n matrix over a field F. Then, by use of the Frobenius normal form, M is similar over F to the direct sum of the companion matrices Cj of the elementary divisors of Al, -M; i.e., M= P-'(c,cBc,cB *a. cBC,)P. ( AB)+ = ( AtAB)'( ABB~)~.
To simplify the notation, we denote AiA by E and BBt by F. Theorem 2 can be applied if the matrix equations (EB)X = E and Y(AF) = F have solutions.
In this case,
= B*[EBB*E+l-El-'EF[FA*AF+l-F]-'A*
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